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COMING OUT OF THE MEETING 

ACTT understands the EAB’s ‘economy with time’ given the quantity of people that have to 

be engaged- but: 

 ACTT is the premiere representative organisation for the Creative and Cultural Sector, 

representing its interest in negotiations and engagements with the local and international 

private and public sector for 17 years. We are not another ‘presenter’. 

 ACTT’s interventions over this period has directly led to hundreds of millions of dollars of 

savings and value for the Sector- eg. getting government to concede to creating local grant 

funding and having a ‘Local Industry focus’ in the creation of the T&T Film Company- when 

they were determined to make it simply a body to facilitate foreign feature films. 

 We have been entrusted with 4 generations of the Sector’s knowledge. 2 of those generations 

are now dead. Our institutional memory combines the Best Thinking from our Golden Age 

generation as well as from well-researched and well-lived immersion in modernity 

 We need more than 1 hour to communicate the interventions necessary, and we would like 

more than 1 board member present when we do so. 

We also understand the Board’s urgency and pragmatism in being ‘project-centric’ in 

presentations, needing to ‘cut-to-the-chase’- however: 

 We have seen the results of past political decisions made without context, without data, 

without a profound understanding of local and international history and the landscapes that 

phenomena emanate from. Hundreds of millions of dollars have been wasted on fruitless 

projects whilst real opportunities have died… The fate of the Sector cannot rely on a ‘project 

beauty contest’ 

 We therefore in our presentations insist on engaging the context before we get to solutions- 

because anything else is dangerous. 

 The collapse in the local Creative Sector in the last 15 years is unprecedented anywhere else 

in the world during this period, apart from war-torn regions- and it is entirely self-inflicted 

by our elites and it is artificial. We must interrogate this so we do not continue the errors. 

 It is a cocoon of collapse amidst an international oases of Renaissance in the Sector and we 

NEED to understand the cultural reasons that has enabled this to happen here so that our 

elites- of which the board is now an agent- do not continue this self-destruction.  

 This is why we engage our presentation in this way. 

 THE FOLLOWING SUBMISSION IS A MAP OF OUR PRESENTATION WITH THE REASONS 

WHY WE BELIEVE THAT WE COLLECTIVELY NEED TO APPREHEND THE PHENOMENA 

WE HAVE TAKEN THE TIME TO DETAIL. 

 FOLLOWING THAT IS A DETAILED SUBMISSION OF THE SOLUTIONS TO OUR PRESENT 

CRISIS AND THE KEY INITIATIVES TO UNLOCK AT LEAST $5- $6 BILLION IN VALUE 

FROM THE SECTOR IN 4- 5 YEARS 
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A CALL TO UNLEASH THE LOCAL CREATIVE & CULTURAL SECTOR 
TO LEAD THE DIVERSIFICATION & RECESSION RELIEF EFFORTS FOR T&T 

 
STATEMENT OF INTENT 

 ACTT is calling on the Honourable Prime Minister and the government of Trinidad and 

Tobago to unleash Culture and the Creative Industries to lead the nation in Diversification, 

and as the force to cushion the blow of the recession for working class communities in the 

next 3 years. ACTT believes that the local Creative Sector could raise its annual foreign 

exchange contributions to the economy from its current plateau of $1.5 billion to over $6 

billion in 5 short years. The Minister of Finance has said that the current recession will last 

until 2019. ACTT has crafted a 3 year plan to grow the local Creative Sector geometrically 

whilst mapping the entire process. 

CORE CREATIVE ECONOMY BACKGROUND DATA:  

 The global Creative Industry is going through an unprecedented economic and artistic 
renaissance and boom which has led it to become the second largest industry on planet Earth 
over the last 15 years- with annual returns of over $2.2 trillion and a then predicted annual 
growth rate of 5% (Howkins 2001 figures).   

 The UK has just released figures showing earnings of £230.4 million (TT$2.3 billion) a day 
from the Creative Industries. 

 Howkins’‘CreativeEconomy’comprises advertising, architecture, art, crafts, design, fashion, 
film, music, performing arts, publishing, R&D, software, toys and games, TV and radio, 
and video games. Some scholars consider that education industry, including public and 
private services, as forming a part of creative industry. Developed and developing countries, 
as well as major cities- from Miami to Australia to Dubai to Nigeria- have been employing 
these industries to transform their landscapes to leverage the transformation of their 
economies into Service and Information Technology-based economies. The Creative 
Industry is THE growth industry in the world!  

 
 During this same 15 year period T&T’s Creative sector went into decline. Why? Because of 

the lack of the enabling environment… 
 

 The current Creative Industries economy with all its working parts was built on 4 
waves of enablers- policies, legislations, fiscal enablers, institutions- implemented by 
developed countries from the period of the World Wars to the present.  Successive T&T 
political leaders have refused to adopt and implement these foundation enablers. These are 
the essential institutions for a Creative Economy- their absence is why we cannot monetise 
our natural Gifts and our phenomenal Intellectual Properties.  

 ACTT has created sophisticated feasibilities, project docs, and programmatic specs for the 
implementation of these enablers and other progressive interventions- many sanctioned by 
international agencies. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_industries#CITEREFHowkins2001
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advertising
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crafts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fashion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performing_arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Publishing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research_and_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_game
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A PARTIAL LIST: https://artistscoalition.wordpress.com/2010/05/10/the-ancestor-list/  

T&T’s political and private elite failed to assist the movement to document, honor, curate, and disseminate 
the Legacy of our genius Golden Age generation despite loud implorations. Nearly all 20,000 VIP Elders from 
that generation are now dead. T&T’s Golden Age 1930- 1956 was an age of Genius- Pan, Mas, and Calypso 
rose to their modern forms; the local Trade Union movement emerged; the roots of Independence; ethnic 
festivals and national fine arts mainstreamed and excelled; and T&T made extraordinary international 
impact through its genius diaspora. We have lost billions of dollars of IP and know-how which has led to a 
crisis of Inheritance which is leading to the collapse of traditions, communities, and institutions. One of the 
main failures here was the University of Trinidad and Tobago’s failure to understand that their role of 
becoming a Guild and storehouse of Indigenous knowledge would not only lead to superlative graduates, but 
also position the University with a pedigree and comparative advantage with patentable IP internationally. 

 

We need to diversify the amount of people and institutions responsible for the Sector- and remove its sole 
determinacy away from the political directorate. This is Best Practice everywhere else. This country 
desperately needs the following bodies to be created and/or resourced: an arms-length Arts Council; the 
National Trust and National Museum which need to be migrated completely into Statutory Authorities; 
sector representative organisations funded properly; TTFilm, etc need to be re-empowered, etc… 

https://artistscoalition.wordpress.com/2010/05/10/the-ancestor-list/
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AN OVER-VIEW OF WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN THE LAST 15 YEARS: 

Theatre: After a period where we led the diaspora in theatre in the 60s to the 80s the diversity of T&T 
theatre died with at least 5 forms disappearing almost entirely- avant garde theatre, dinner theatre, epic 
theatre, Shakespearian theatre, and street theatre. Inside of this, certain skill sets like sophisticated set 
construction died during the 90s period when the Central Bank was the only theatre in town and by dint of 
its small confining stage large sets became obsolete… Bedroom farce theatre took over theatre for 20 years 
and built a middle class audience at the expense of all others. Best Village collapsed. Theatre is now going 
through a slight renaissance with large productions returning as there are many graduates of UTT and UWI 
programmes that need employment and because groups like the Lydians, Marionettes, Birdsong Academy, 
Caribbean School of Dance are producing hundreds of quality apprentices. Tony Hall’s Playwright’s 
Workshop has also seen a proliferation of scripts. However there is no facilitation in the landscape for many 
of these things and a massive disconnect with these things and the National Theatre Company which is not 
acting on International Best Practice. The current mini-renaissance cannot be sustained without enablers 

Dance: Dancers are the most practical of artists worldwide and have continued to make their way here- 
however the larger practice of Dance- the continuing creation of a national canon and the creation of 
significant nationally recognised new works has been compromised by the lack of a facilitative environment. 
The audience of dance has also dwindled and become very niche. Past canons of work are not performed… 

Steelband: Whilst steelband has expanded its footprint world over in terms of demand for instruments and 
tuners and the demand for our performers we have not created the infrastructure to supply this. Panoramas 
all over the world are being threatened by host countries whilst the national one is in a crisis of audience, 
administration, repertoire, and arrangement. Issues of Panyard Land tenureship remains critical and issues 
of Panman livelihood during the year remains serious. For an instrument that can be an annual billion dollar 
economy Pan remains a long way from that reality… 

Calypso: Calypso is in a serious crisis of audience, relevance, and practitioner livelihood. Tents are collapsing 
and most formal Calypsonians are subsidised by the State at Carnival. One series of the issues with Calypso 
stem from the reprogramming and mis-management of Dimanche Gras and the neurtering of what Calypso 
is and what that Dimanche Gras represents. This has compromised Tents. The rest of Calypso’s problems 
stem from the cluelessness with which the T&T Music ‘Industry’ is managed and facilitated by government. 
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Carnival: The Carnival has been in freefall collapse for the last 20 years- accelerated in the last ten. Tens of 
thousands of domestic and foreign spectators have abandoned the festival and its greatest artists and 
practitioners have died or are in exile. Hundreds of artisan skills are disappearing. There are major issues of 
creativity and the survival of the traditions of the Canboulay thread of the Festival. The Mardi Gras fete and 
bikini and bead actors have taken over but increasingly only a handful are profitable and most actors on the 
Carnival production side operate annually in massive debt secretly. There are dozens of crucial issues in the 
Carnival but consultations have authored many solutions which are regularly ignored. 

Soca: With hundreds of releases per season but only a dozen plus played or successful Soca is a crapshoot. 
The business and career model for a Soca artists remains locked into the Carnival circuit for a select few 
suffers from the same non-facilitation of a local industry by government. Soca Monarch needs an overhaul 
and certain training in the industry should become mandatory. 

Chutney and Gospel: These are the 2 most successful musics in T&T at present. Both have risen in the last 
decade because the radio stations dedicated to their base made decisions to go Local Content. This resulted 
in renaissances within those musics and the creation of numerous stars and a burgeoning local performance 
scene. Margaret Elcock’s Gospel station has given rise to literally hundreds of brilliant local Gospel acts 
creating Gospel music in nearly every form imaginable year round. Many have gone on to international 
careers based on their local fan bases. Chutney also has been buoyed by the economic health of its East Indian 
diaspora. At the moment there are not enough bands to service the demand for Chutney music locally or 
globally! This is testimony to the power of Local Content programming. 

Film: Film from 2007- 2012 marks a victory for activism with the creation of the Film Company with a focus 
on facilitating a local industry rather than simply playing host to foreigners. Over the 7 years of the 
Company’s operations- and buoyed by the film department at UWI and animation at UTT- more than 400 
films were shot, dozens of companies were formed, and many practitioners were blooded. The first levels of 
an enabling environment were put in place with rebates, incentives, custom-duty exemptions, the signing of 
the CARNET Treaty and more accompanied by an aggressive overseas selling of T&T as location. The industry 
earned this economy tens of millions of dollars of foreign exchange. All of this was undermined by the 
dissolution of the Film Company and the creation of Creative TT, Film TT, etc which happened against almost 
unanimous Sector disapproval. The Industry has ground to a halt: we have ceased funding films; we have 
lost hundreds of millions in overseas film business; we have botched an international Expo we co-hosted 
which has left our name as mud internationally; we have not paid our Rebates to past foreign films which 
has soured international films from us; the Company has become complicit in corruption; and we have by 
default built up our competitors in the Region. The Film Company had problems with diversity- especially 
amongst high-end film professionals and working class practitioners- but these were issues that could have 
been solved internally. The Creative TT model has sabotaged the hard-fought benefits made and has 
introduced a model that goes against International Best Practice everywhere. 

TV: Local boutique TV production has almost disappeared. There were hardly any prime time programmes 
commissioned for nearly a decade. Ian Alleyne proved the power of the Local Content model by creating a 
winner in a time-slot which could not be competed against by foreign programming. It meant that competing 
stations had to find a local competitor programme. These are the economies that Local Content quotas breed. 
Since Carnival 2016 there have been a series of innovative half hour programmes like Scorch TV etc that are 
competitive. TV6 has also showed local films which have been done through the Film Company recently 
through private corporate sponsorship. CNMG has continued its foreign programming led model which has 
haemorrhaged foreign exchange and led to losses in the station. CNMG needs a Local Content model to 
survive. Commissioned prime-time TV production remains the most economical Film industry model… 

Animation: The UTT is producing dozens of animation graduates a year and T&T hosts the most successful 
Caribbean Animation festival which has led to dozens of professional linkages into niche and mainstream 
animation industry centres. The country also has dozens of national working in the largest animation and 
gaming businesses in the world who would love to give back. However again nothing is in place to facilitate 
the Sector and dynamise the creation of Local Content. Soon we will lose most of the graduates we educated 
to the cost of millions to Brain Drain. It has already begun… 
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Non-Festival Music: Calypso, Soca, Parang, and Chutney only constitute a small section of the music 
produced annually in T&T. Non-Festival music constitutes the greatest percentage of music made. It is also 
the form of music with the better songwriters, players, arrangers, and producers. Almost none of this music 
is played by our 38 radio stations. This represents the loss of over $72 million invested by mostly young 
musicians annually and also represents the batch of music which has more likelihood of getting international 
attention and graduating people into careers. This is a potential billion dollar earner annually but 
government needs to put in place the recommendations of the Sector. 

Parang: Parang players are entrepreneurial during Christmas season and make decent subsistence earnings 
then- but the music is frozen and needs a larger context and rehabilitating. Its Festivals also could be major 
income earners but are all in crisis due to changing demographics and the limits of growth. The sabotaging 
of the brilliant Paramin Parang Festival by moving it to Country Club shows what happens with badly 
designed change-management for Festivals. 

Craft: Craft people are the ignored local artistic constituency. The Afterthought. Yet still this could be one of 
the most profitable sectors if they were facilitated properly. Hundreds of the working class could become 
upwardly mobile by engaging Craft if its enablers were put in place. However instead most practitioners 
languish in poverty whilst a few succeed. 

Fashion: There were not enough pattern makers and seamstresses for the existing fashion industry players 
before the advent of the UTT programme. Now that programme graduates dozens of diva designers annually 
who will go into a landscape without pattern makers, tailors, etc. There is still no fashion district, there are 
no rebates for designer purchase of material, no facilitation, period. This has meant that all successful local 
designers must become luxury brand designers as that is the only model that can work here, as it’s the only 
clientele that can sustain quality high-end work produced in small quantities. We have put nothing in place 
for mass-manufacture. Creative TT also scuttled the growing Trinidad Fashion Week and now 5 other islands 
have programmed Fashion weeks and overtaken us… Just like we did with Jazz Festivals… 

Architecture: We have not facilitated our architects off-shore, and have instead crippled the local industry 
through non-payment and victimisation on-shore. Our best boutique architects have not been canonised nor 
been advanced. These are multi-million dollar earners of foreign exchange… 

Visual Arts: Another orphan child. Despite producing dozens of world-class visual artists we only have one 
home-grown talent with international representation and galleries when we should have at least 2 dozen. 
We also have zero presence on the international Expo, Biennale, and Gallery circuit. We simply do not exist! 
Instead we have a domestic clientele which is moving in the opposite direction to the international 
marketplace and thus stifling our best foreign-earning capacity talents. Galleries have almost all collapsed 
and been replaced by Frame Shops with part time galleries which exist mostly to support their Frame 
business… And as per usual we have a brilliant diaspora of talent that would love to collaborate- but we have 
nothing in place- no National Gallery, no international context… 

Monuments: T&T’s legacy of monument creation is abysmal. Apart from a brief Independence period with 
the abstractions of Willi Chen, Carlysele Chang, and Pat Chu Foon the quality and quantity of our monuments 
has been terrible and a national embarrassment. The only way to solve this is to select worthy candidates 
and apprentice and train them internationally with the ambit that they return and be our monumentalist 
creators. We can also commission from overseas to bolster the stock we have. We also may have to remove 
and decommission a good bit of our public monuments and replace them with better… 

Literature: The Bocas Lit Fest has rescued writers and our literature from obscurity but there is still the 
ignoring of a domestic literature and industry- the voices and possibilities of such. ‘Literature’ with a capital 
L still is seen as an elitist activity, whilst children read Harry Potter, women read erotic novels, and men read 
magazines. The disconnect between what we read and what we write needs to be narrowed… 

Industrial design: A major income earner internationally but peripheral in T&T despite us having 
generations of brilliant artisans of all types. We have not been able to create training and other institutions 
and courses to convert Festival and Craft artisanry into profitable industrial usages. This means we have a 
massive class that is a multi-million dollar foreign exchange earner lying idle and artificially poor. 
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WHY HARP ON THE PAST? 

• We must be clear of the costs of doing nothing and the costs of doing the wrong things. 

• We must interrogate the past to see if anything that we thought was lost can be retrieved 

• We must understand what opportunity looks like in real-time. T&T’s elite believe that 
pathfinding opportunity looks like international skype conference panels with bells and 
whistles. It does not. It most times comes from seemingly normal people with humble 
presentations with big dreams- the talent that must be acquired is THE CURATORIAL EYE 
that is able to identify the gold from the mud and river stone.  

• This is why it is imperative that we create institutions led by people with such curatorial 
eyes with proper curatorial processes. These are important slides to read… 
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BILLION DOLLAR PROPERTIES. THE LAST 15 YEARS IN THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN THE 
WORLD HAVE BEEN PHENOMENAL: THE UK’S STAGGERING 2015 FIGURES 
“We are committed to ensuring that the energy, innovation, skills and talent existing in this dynamic 
sector continues to translate into economic success, and provide a remarkable platform from which, 
we can showcase Britain to the world.” 

UK Creative Industries Council Chair, Nicola Mendelsohn 
 The UK’s retooling of its economy towards the Creative Industries is just 15 years old and already 

it is earning them over £230.4 million a day!!! It is now worth £71.4 billion per year to the UK 
economy– generating just over a staggering £8 million pounds an hour. 

 Growth of almost 10% in 2012, outperforming all other sectors of UK industry 
 Accounted for 1.68 million jobs in 2012, 5.6 per cent of UK jobs 
 GVA (gross value-added) of the Creative Industries has increased by 15.6 per cent since 2008, 

compared with an increase of 5.4 per cent for the UK Economy as a whole. 
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• Motion capture technology, 3D printers, digital modelling and rendering programs, new 
architectural materials, new fashion fabrics, vast improvements in sound and lighting 
technology… The marriage between art and science has been even more intimate in the last 
2 decades and has led to stratospheric moves forward in the capacity to create. 

• The response from governments and cities internationally has also been as innovative and 

forward thinking- the creation of Creative Hubs and Clusters has accelerated the growth of 

ideas, businesses, and industries by identifying the major players and major sources of NEXT 

and pairing them up in supportive enabling environments. New zoning regulations, reduced, 

controlled, or removed rents, rebates on purchases, provision of new out-fitted buildings, 

infrastructure, rooms, landscaped public spaces, digital hubs, venture capital, grants, artist 

studios and lofts, etc…. All are in the arsenal to facilitate the Creative class who have been 

used to rehabilitate crumbling cities and as the arrow-head of city growth and expansion 
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For the last 7 years Trinidad and Tobago has enjoyed a remarkable amount of brand buzz in the mainstream 
entertainment sector as a possible source of NEXT- that indefinable quality that makes a phenomenon 
popular to the audiences of the world.  

Most of this buzz has been due to: the phenomenal mainstream entertainment industry work of diaspora 
T&T artists like Nicki Minaj, Theophilus London, Trinidad James, Alphonso Rebeiro, Heather Headley, 
and Romany Falco on one hand; and the cross-over musical work of Bunji Gralin, KMC, and Machel 
Montano alongside international Trini DJ Jillionaire on another. Added to this has been the work of local 
brands like Soca Monarch, Tribe, and Island People to expose our Carnival brand to world celebrity 
tastemakers by bringing them for Carnival. Our medal and tournament winning sportsmen also do their part. 
The talent that leaves our shores becomes multi-millionaires and international stars- those that stay are 
doomed to poverty amidst plenty. Our job is to create an environment that enables locals who stay to have 
international careers and to become successful- earning valuable foreign exchange that remains and is re-
invested. Most of our diaspora stars will love to creatively return, but completely distrust T&T politicians 
and have been burned. Progressive changes will convince our global mega-stars to return and re-invest. 
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 SLIDES 22- 57 

THE IMPORTANCE OF LOOKING AT WHAT THE UK DID MONTH BY MONTH: 

• Our elites have made a practice of observing phenomena and drawing all the wrong conclusions from 
them. Most of this comes from the lens of a people who are deciphering data who are used to being 
consumers and not producers. Consumers and producers observing the same phenomena perceive 
very different things and arrive at very different conclusions. 

• What is important in the UK month by month spread is the intelligence behind it and the 
consciousness with which things are planned. The deliberateness which informs actions- targeting 
15% more arrivals and putting in place the initiatives to make it so, targeting 100,000 sales, creating 
product for the Chinese New Year to enter their markets strategically, etc. 

• What is also important are the amount of sovereign bodies at play engaging Sector initiatives- most 
of them  resourced by the State- but completely sovereign in action: the Arts Council; the Creative 
Trade bodies; etc- all doing their work of expanding their sector markets and facilitating their best 
players because of their intimacy with the field. 

• Finally what is most important for T&T elites to see is that Creative Sector success is predicated upon 
facilitating PEOPLE. Talented people. Individuals with talent and products that are granted hundreds 
of thousands, who are given privileged market access, who are granted warehouses, lofts, incubators, 
venture capital- to create. Who then reward that investment with earnings and contributions to the 
GNP- at a success rate of about 6- 10%. This industry cannot happen if elites do not RISK on people- 
especially working class, divergent looking, troublesome people- the genius class who have ZERO 
track record but who have the ability, the skill, the imagination, and the products. That is what this 
industry is about. This again is why what is more important than fancy administrators are the people 
who have the CURATORIAL EYE- who can identify talent and what is NEXT 

• Adele is a person. Amy Winehouse is a person. Hugh Grant is a person. Idris Elba is a person. Andy 
Serkis is a person. They are people who have been invested in. When they were nothing. Incubated 
through various parts of the industry and facilitators continually. At each stage of their success. With 
the vision of an industrial whole and a country brand behind them. It was a £8,000 grant from the 
Scottish Arts Council that gave the penniless unemployed JK Rowling the resources to write Harry 
Potter. That property was then advanced through a series of enablers. Harry Potter has been worth 
over £30 billion to the UK economy and rescued the publishing industry!!! That is what enablers do. 
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THERE IS NO CREATIVE INDUSTRY WITHOUT THE ENABLERS- JUST CREATIVE INDIVIDUALS 

• The above title explains the T&T landscape. We have no enabling environment so what we have are 
individuals who have survived a wasteland by hook or by crook, Some are exceptional, some are 
‘smart men’, some advance through the advantage of wealth from before. We must put in place an 
incubative and developmental system with identifiable PATHWAYS for people to advance on MERIT. 

• There is no moving forward without putting the enabling environment in place. NONE! The $2.2 
trillion dollar international Creative Economy exists because of the enablers, they are the passport 
to enter into that Abundance. Pathways of advancement must be replicable and merit-based. 

• We have to keep repeating this because consecutive administrations continue to refuse to engage the 
enablers- and what is more continue to disbelieve that ‘it is that simple’. However the same elites - 
when the decision to monetise Oil and Gas was made- were very clear that an enabling environment 
had to be created of legislation, fiscal incentives and policy, infrastructure, institutions, and trained 
and super-skilled man-power- not to mention national aggression! 

• It is that simple. 

• Pass the laws. Ratify the policies. Engage the Treaties. Expand the spend. Create the clusters. 
Build the signature purpose-fitted buildings. Reclaim and acquire buildings. Retrofit them. 
Empower Creatives. THERE IS NO OTHER WAY. 

• These enablers are the difference between 1 person in the music ‘industry’ making $56 million a 
year- and 20 people making over $50 million a year, with 100 more making multi-millions… That’s 
over a billion dollars right there. 60- 80% will be foreign exchange… 

• Pass 50% Local Content quota laws. Approve and ratify the National Cultural and Heroes Policies, etc 
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WHAT WE NOW MUST DO 
 

THE STATE & POTENTIAL OF THE LOCAL SECTOR: 
The pure artistic part of the Local Sector (minus advertising, architecture, R&D, etc.) earns about 
$1.5 billion in foreign exchange at present. About $1.3 billion of that is from Carnival. If the basic 
enablers are implemented we believe that the Sector could be earning over $6 billion in 4-5 years 
annually. Here is how: 

 THE HERITAGE INDUSTRY currently operates at a massive net loss (refurbishments on the 
Red House and the President’s House alone amount to almost $1 billion), but could be 
earning up to $1 billion annually with a series of economised Heritage Sites, Museums, and 
other programmes 

 CARNIVAL ALONGSIDE OUR OTHER FESTIVALS- sensitively re-tooled- could double its 
earnings to about $3 billion annually 

 ENABLING OUR GENIUS TALENTS, touring contingents, and their creative products in 
other markets can be earning $2 billion 

 OTHER CREATIVE SERVICES like Consultants; events; solutions; graphics; patents & 
copyright revenue; IT; advertising; etc can safely be earning $1 billion 

We must also start seeing the Architectural Advertising, IT, and R&D fields as Creative and 

marry them in forums with the pure artistic Creative Class- the separation is artificial, is class 

related, and is a creature of our landscape. These sectors must begin to collaborate more. We 

can start by combining their statistics with that of the pure Creative class to get a clearer idea of 

earnings for the Sector. It also enables us to see how much indigenous Creative component is really 

going in and how much is imported.  We must also start separating State based income from private 

sector earnings in the income flows of these new Sectors to get a clearer idea of real entrepreneurial 

activity outside of the State. 
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BRASS TACKS 

THE NECESSARY INTERVENTIONS: 

POLICY: 

Ratifying already drafted Policy does not cost anything- and frees up billions in capacity and 

finances with a stroke of a pen! 

• National Cultural Policy: Tens of millions of dollars of international grants (UNESCO, etc) 

cannot be accessed by this country or groups therein because we do not have a National 

Cultural Policy. A comprehensive draft was drawn up since 2007 amongst other versions- 

and Sector consultations concluded since. The drafts should be updated and resolved by the 

principal authors and ratified within 3 months- tops. The Policy lays out the vision for the 

Sector and addresses the roles and protocols for relationships between players in the 

Creative and Cultural Sector. The Division of Culture has frustrated the adoption of a proper 

policy coming up with a 2 page document it wanted adopted as the policy- despite the 

existence of the comprehensive drafts the Ministry commissioned. 

Cost: Nothing 
Agencies: The Ministry of Community Development, Arts, and Culture; ACTT; Sector groups 
Benefits: Access to tens of millions of US in international grant funding 

THE DRAFT: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-draft-national-cultural-
policy1.pdf  

 
• National Heroes Policy: Heroes are a billion dollar industry and also the aspirational engine 

of the nation we have not engaged. This Policy is present in Draft form (at the defunct 

Ministry of Diversity) and with consultations concluded the National Heroes Policy should 

establish protocols for how the nation treats with its genius citizens, how is heroism defined, 

how are heroes honoured, how are their artefacts collected, how are their homes, places of 

work or activity consecrated into Heritage Sites, etc, how and when does the country create 

national monuments, what are the programmatic and aesthetic protocols that must be in 

place for such monuments or Sites, etc. It places VALUE on the concept of Heroism. 

 

Cost: Nothing 
Agencies: The Ministry of Community Development, Arts, and Culture 
Benefits: Immediately gives value to a resource we have in abundance that we have non-
valued and which is a cornerstone of Creative Industries internationally; will save us millions 
that we would have lost in destroyed Heritage material which will now be conserved. It will 
release millions of dollars-worth of productive capacity, as individuals, communities, and 
businesses mobilise to monetise Heroes and their legacies 
 

 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-draft-national-cultural-policy1.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-draft-national-cultural-policy1.pdf
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LEGISLATION: 

50% LOCAL CONTENT (Radio & TV: 40% Local Content, 10% CARICOM Content; adoption 

over the course of 1 year with 6 month 20% deliverables; local shorts before foreign features 

in cinema; mandatory 5 local features per year- minimum 3 day runs each in cinema chains) 

• The most important piece of legislation this country may pass in its modern life time. 

• Most of the world now has Local Content legislation. The entire EU has Local Content quotas. 

In trade negotiations the EU places the Broadcast Industries and Film ‘off the table’ as free-

market goods and instead labels them as ‘Articles of Sovereignty’. The Local Content policies 

implemented by Australia, the UK, Canada and dozens of other countries have seen to strong 

domestic music, TV, and film industries.  

• There are major economic downstream benefits for theatre, fashion, and other Arts.  

• The following protected local industries have been able to incubate generations of 

competitive talent. Many of these Quota countries are now exporting 3 generations of lead 

talents who have taken over Hollywood and Billboard. Australia, Canada, and Britain: Gerard 

Butler, Kenau Reeves, Ryan Gosling, Rachel Mc Adams, Nicole Kidman, Mel Gibson, Heath 

Ledger, Hugh Jackman, Russel Crowe, Chris Helmsworth, Hugh Grant, Daniel Craig, Idris 

Elba, James Blunt, Adele, Coldplay, Ridley Scott, Christopher Nolan, Danny Boyle, Sam 

Mendes, Guy Ritchie, Steve Mc Queen, Kenneth Branagh, and much more. 

Cost: Nothing- the Telecom Authority already has the manpower to staff the necessary 
monitoring committees, etc. The machines already exist with COTT etc that can track the 
airplay… 
Agencies: The Telecom Authority, rights agencies like COTT, sector representatives like 
ACTT, TUCO, etc 
Benefits:  

 This law will convert our 38 radio stations and 15 TV stations which are now 
functioning like distribution companies for international multi-corporations and 
their products into incubators and distributors of Local Content.  

 It will immediately monetise the work of Local Content creators who will receive 
rents and royalties for the playing of their work. 

 Local work will have to be commissioned to fill the airtime.  
 Economies of scale will set in 
 The content exists. The Film Company- when it functioned properly before Creative 

TT- in 8 years helped grant fund and create over 700 films. Non-Festival local music- 
T&T Rock, Hip-Hop, Reggae, Jazz, Easy-listening, etc- produces more content than our 
Festival music of Soca, Calypso, Chutney, and Parang. Yet that work is not played. 

 The fines that delinquent stations and channels will pay will go into an Industry fund 
as well as into administrative expenses 
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4 CABINET NOTES THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN PASSED AND NOW NEED IMPLEMENTATION- 

forming the foundation of the Enabling Environment: 

• The National Arts Council: The absolute ground-zero for any Creative Economy. An arms-

length seed capital distributing agency based on the Canadian and British International Best 

Practice models. Both have said they will help us set it up. This is what empowers the genius 

talents to create phenomenal innovative work from relatively small investments. A penniless 

unemployed author JK Rowling received £8,000 from the Scottish Arts Council to write a 

book called Harry Potter. That book and its spin-offs have contributed over £30 Billion to 

the UK economy! An implementation schedule and protocol documents exist and have been 

drawn up by the Sector. 

Cost: $1.2 million admin; $6 million fund (this must increase eventually, but matching 
private sector funding will be sought in the first years) 
Agencies: It will be a new Statutory Authority facilitated by the Ministry of Community 
Development, Culture, and the Arts 
Benefits: Returns off the workable products from the genius class are geometric- a song 
done for TT$6,000 by KMC earns over $5 million, etc. The Arts Council can easily result in 
over $100 million in earnings annually. 

THE CABINET NOTE: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/arts-council-budget-
note-2014-15.pdf  

 

• 24 Memoirs: At the moment T&T does not have histories for most of its indigenous and 
practiced art forms. NO HISTORIES! Our 2 universities Creative programmes are shooting in 
the dark as regards our landscape history! This program has commissioned the definitive 
histories of all T&T’s major artforms and biographies of its heroes. THE AUTHORS WERE 
ASSEMBLED AND BEGAN DOING THE WORK OF COMPLETING THEIR MANUSCRIPTS SINCE 
2014- BUT NONE OF THE MONEY HAS BEEN RELEASED!!! Subjects have since died!!! The 
aim is to get $200,000. into the hands of top historians who have already been working on 
these manuscripts to complete their work at international Best Practice and publish. Tens of 
millions of dollars of spin-offs will derive from these tomes. The nation, its practitioners, and 
the thousands of students who matriculate in local art courses at secondary and tertiary level 
will finally have texts to matriculate from. 
 
Cost: $4.8 million with $4 million in the second year for 20 more books 
Agencies: The Ministry of Community Development, Arts, and Culture and a publishing 
committee that has already been notified 
Benefits: It is hard to quantify the value of the IP that will be generated by these books- as 
products in themselves and as jumping-off points for more products by a succession of 
artists, historians, etc  

THE CABINET NOTE: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/24-memoirs-
cabinet-note-draft.pdf  

 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/arts-council-budget-note-2014-15.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/arts-council-budget-note-2014-15.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/24-memoirs-cabinet-note-draft.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/24-memoirs-cabinet-note-draft.pdf
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• Pan Yard Regularisation/ Schools-in-Pan: The largest migration of wealth into the hands 

of the roots and creative classes. Ever. The programme will also build the managerial 

capacity of Pansides. Schools-in-Pan will redesign Panyards as centres of industry and 

clusters of social services for their communities 

Cost: The seminars etc $250,000. The cost of transferring the State lands to pansides is $0. 
The cost is in the valuation process, admin costs are absorbed within respective Ministries 
Agencies: The Ministry of Community Development, Arts, and Culture; a committee led by 
Nestor Sullivan already vetted; PANTRINBAGO 
Benefits: It releases hundreds of millions of dollars of capital for institutional and 
community development. It should be set up with a Venture Capital option with the ‘Schools 
in Pan’ Panyard Development as an outcome 

 
THE CABINET NOTE: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/panyard-
regularization-hopefully-final-final-note.pdf  
 

 

• Genius Grants: Based on the Mac Arthur Genius Grants in the US and the Elite Athlete 

Programme in the Ministry of Sports- Genius Grants empower T&T’s top creative talents to 

go after next level projects that can win new markets and bulkheads for the nation by 

providing them with living grants for 2 years. 

Cost: $4 million 
Agencies: The Arts Council 
Benefits: $60 million. Genius level talents have the ability to generate large streams of 
profits from minimal investments 

 
THE CABINET NOTE: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/elite-artists-
hopefully-final-fnal-note.pdf  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/panyard-regularization-hopefully-final-final-note.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/panyard-regularization-hopefully-final-final-note.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/elite-artists-hopefully-final-fnal-note.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/elite-artists-hopefully-final-fnal-note.pdf
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HERITAGE: 

• The Heritage Warehouse: T&T is losing billions of dollars of our Heritage material because 
it is under-valued and being discarded by private individuals upon the death of Golden Age 
Elders. Most of the country’s most valuable collections are in private hands because of a 
distrust of the National Museum and government-controlled archives. These people have 
actually saved the country’s real Heritage at enormous cost to themselves and their families. 
However the capacity of these private individuals to preserve these collections is waning and 
soon most will begin to deteriorate and may be destroyed. Our Museums do not have enough 
space to protect their current National Collection, far less all the other materials they 
currently do not officially protect. The Heritage Warehouse is the solution. It is a facility that 
enables the country to save the billions of dollars of IP and artefacts that are currently being 
destroyed or under threat. It also enables us to begin curating and displaying collections for 
future venues like the Carnival and Steelband Museum, the Hall of Fame, etc. 

DOC: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/heritage-warehouse-

basic.pdf  

• Boards for National Trust & Museum: If Heritage is to become a billion dollar industry it 

needs its 2 core boards in place seeing about ratifying the necessary protocols and 

implementing the Best-Practice to enable and monetise the Heritage environment  

 
Cost: If renting the facility- $3million/yr with retrofitting and admin costs for first 3 years 
Agencies: The National Museum, the National Trust, the Arts Council 
Benefits: With traffic of 200,000 possible @ $50/head = $10,000,000 in attendance fees with 
millions more possible in trading and selling pieces, events, touring material, leasing IP, etc. 
Can target income of between $50- $100 million annually properly programmed. At least ¾ 
of this would be foreign exchange. This facility saves us from having to build the satellite 
Heritage Institutions like the Carnival and Steelband Museum etc in the short term… 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/heritage-warehouse-basic.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/heritage-warehouse-basic.pdf
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HERITAGE INSTITUTIONS 

This country does not have real monetised International Best Practice Destinations. None. 

There is precious little for a visitor or a local to visit and spend a day being entertained at. 

We are ‘event-oriented’ and not ‘destination-oriented’. The money is in DESTINATIONS! 

These are the minimum Heritage Destinations we must engage. 

• Create a separate National Gallery and a National Portrait Gallery/Hall of Fame: These 

2 institutions- properly constituted- are worth hundreds of millions in foreign exchange 

annually to the country. They are foundational to any Creative Economy and urgent 

institutions to engage. Two different options were presented for the National Gallery- one 

was for the Prime Minister’s residence in St Ann’s to be converted for 2 years into the 

National Gallery whilst a proper facility was constructed or retrofitted and another was for 

the same to be done at the International Waterfront Complex. There are massive gains to be 

made with either option- with major international gains that can be made with the PM 

residence option. 

Cost: National Gallery- Space acquisition and retrofitting $5 m, Acquisitions $2 m, Admin 
$1.5m. Hall of Fame- Space acquisition and retrofitting $8m, Admin $2m, displays $1m 
Agencies: The National Museum, the National Trust, the Arts Council 
Benefits: National Gallery- $40 million income annually; Hall of Fame- $20 million income 
annually on attendance and basic retail; much more can be earned through events, tours, 
leasing and renting pieces, and by leasing IP 
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• Programming 16 income-earning Heritage Destinations at International Best Practice: The 

country needs to programme at least 16 Heritage Sites at adaptive re-use International Best Practice 

to understand what is possible with this Industry. The Sector target is that T&T must have 365 official 

Heritage Sites- like how Antigua has 365 beaches! This will take 20 years to list and adapt- homes of 

heroes, sites of events of national and international significance, architectural marvels, etc. However 

immediately we can programme 16 sites as prototypes. They should be from different types of sites- 

archaeological, architectural, hero-based, etc and they should form an inclusive net across the 

country at all cardinal points and split between rural/urban and between ethnic enclaves. These sites 

are clusters of history, theatre, new media, culinary industry, design, scholarship, local craft, etc. 

NORTH WEST 
1. Minshall Mascamp; 
2. St James Heritage Walk 
3. Sparrow Hideaway collection 
4. The Cricket Museum; 
5. Traditional Mas Space 
6. Steelband space;  
7. Museum of Social History 
8. The Soca Warriors exhibit; 
9. Nelson Island 

 

EAST & CENTRAL 
10. The Tropical Seed Bank;  
11. Lopinot House 
12. Asa Wright 
13. CLR James/ Padmore House 
14. Blachichuesse Site 
15. Sangre Grande Site 
16. Toco Site 
17. Caroni Bird Sanctuary 
18. Hanuman Temple 
19. Temple by the Sea 
20. Sundar house; 
21. Lion House, Couva;  
22. Sugar Heritage Museum;  
23. Wild Fowl Trust 

SOUTH & TOBAGO 
24. Banwari Site 
25. Sipari Mai site 
26. Samuel Waldron Sculpture 
Garden;  
27. Butler Labour Museum;  
28. La Brea/Pitch Lake Site 
29. Mayaro Site 
30. Nariva Swamp Site 
31. First Oil Well  
32. Kimme Museum 
33. ANR Robinson Site 

 
Cost: $16 million (the 16 sites are underlined) These would be private/public partnerships and co-
ops with the community 
Agencies: The National Museum, the National Trust, the Arts Council 
Benefits: $100 million 
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• East POS Heritage City/Growth Pole featuring the House of Music: East Port of Spain is T&T’s 

Golden Age community that midwifed Pan, Mas, and Calypso- the Trinity at the heart of the 300 Trini-

styled Carnivals globally that earn over $15 billion annually. Its citizens have been at the heart of all 

kinds of accomplishments for this nation- yet the community has never been rewarded for it. Now 

the community is collapsing into a zone of gangland activity and cyclical poverty. The community 

needs to be rescued and rehabilitated- but it can also be the seat of the next Golden Age! It is precisely 

from this community that the next transformative cultural movement will come from…  

• Cogent plans have already been drawn up in conjunction with the community in consultation led by 

the EPOS Council of Community Organisations and they need to be implemented. ACTT and the MSJ 

have gotten East Post of Spain declared a Growth Pole and a Heritage City and there is now IADB 

money available as Port of Spain was one of the 3 cities chosen for its Sustainable Cities Initiatives.  

DOC: https://issuu.com/nigelcampbell/docs/acct-epos-doc/17?e=2566181/4633449  

• The House of Music is the major capital project ear-marked for EPOS. The spend and labour for most 

make-work programmes in the area can be re-diverted into it. The IADB was enamoured with the 

potential of this project. The ill-fated and tragic ‘Colour Me Orange’ programme which spent $300 

million in 3 months could have built this facility and been the lever to rehabilitate the entire 

community. This is what we mean by missed opportunity and waste!!! 

• Belmont & Woodbrook Creative Hub Clusters: Belmont and Woodbrook have attracted a slew of 

new Creatives to add to their historic mix which makes them perfect incubators for urban Creative 

Hubs as has been pioneered in London, Dublin, Miami, and other major cities. The Woodbrook Youth 

Centre and the Ideal High School building on Jerningham Avenue can be very important launching 

pad buildings in those communities and will need to be retro-fitted to engage this new reality. 

Cost: EPOS has major capital spends to be engaged. These will be done in collaboration with 
international and local grants and loans with a lot of private/public partnerships. The House of Music 
will cost $300 million over 3 years but again current ‘make-work’ programme spends can be diverted 
into it. The main costs in Woodbrook and Belmont is in acquiring and re-purposing buildings to serve 
as cluster sites and for start-up seed capital grants. The admin costs are negligible at about $2m/yr.  
Agencies: The Arts Council, ACTT, rep groups, Mins of Trade, Arts, Planning, etc 
Benefits: The return of neighbourhoods… Can generate up to $50 million in new business annually 

https://issuu.com/nigelcampbell/docs/acct-epos-doc/17?e=2566181/4633449
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• The Grey Friars Site & the T&TEC/Powergen Power Station: These are 2 transformative potential 

multi-million dollar earning Heritage sites that must be engaged in conversation immediately. Both 

have the ability to be immediate income earners if properly choreographed. 

• The Grey Friars Site: Another missed opportunity that then became a national tragedy. Offered to 

then Minister Cadiz for $4 million the offer was spurned until an opportunistic businessman bought 

the site and began to destroy the building. Now the Site is being offered back at $24 million- lowest 

offer! The Site is a critical one in terms of Heritage but it is also important for a number of reasons. It 

now is a symbol of intent as regards Heritage. It is the main gateway to Henry Street and marrying to 

2 sides of the city. It is also an opportunity to create a signature building on the Heritage Square of 

the capital city with a repurposed building mirroring the architecture of what was lost. The Sector 

plans for the Site were significant: the Site will house 2 buildings called The Guild and The Word- one 

which will house the country’s top artisan Guilds and another which will house the country’s literary 

and oral arts- from our poets, writers, and Nobel Laureates to our great choirs. This building will be 

a hub of activity and beauty in the city with daily shows for lunch and after-work audiences. It will 

be the main connective vehicle with Frederick Street and our National Creative Legacy. 

• T&TEC/Powergen Power Station: This facility should not be decommissioned and scrapped down 

before we maximise its use as a Heritage Facility in which unique one off events, film and TV specials 

etc can be programmed. These have the capacity to be multi-million dollar foreign exchange earners 

if planned and curated properly. If the facility is not to be sold off as scrap it can be used as  multi-

purpose Heritage/Museum facility and/or converted into our Alternative Energy hub… 

Cost: Grey Friars- Settlement with landowner $10 million; Admin $2 m; Building 1 $5m; Building 2 
$2m; Powergen- events- $3.5M reconversion pending site visits and feasibilities 
Agencies: The National Museum, the National Trust, the Arts Council 
Benefits: The Site would become the cornerstone of the city revival and the link between Frederick 
and Henry streets that unifies the 2 faces of the city. The Site which will also have its own restaurant 
etc will have constant activity which will display T&T’s artisan, literary, and musical crafts in the City 
proper 24/7 365 days a year. It will also earn a minimum of $20 million a year conservatively. 
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MUSIC 

• Touring Secretariat: There are certain sector expos that T&T’s creative class needs to 

attend each year- SXSW; MIDEM; WOMEX; CRAFT EXPO; COMIC CON; COLLEGE CIRCUIT; 

ETC. The failure to be present at them is the reason why we do not have an industry. We 

have no relationship to industry middle-men, market access, and an international profile- all 

of which are brokered and won at sector expos. This Secretariat will coordinate MERIT-

BASED CONTINGENTS to these events and track the data and follow-up on opportunities. 

The Sector has a paper-trail of success for this initiative- $150 million+ of deals made from 

4 contingent visits to MIDEM for less than $3 million spent as conducted by Jean Michel 

Gibert of Rituals Music. The current success of Calypso Rose is due to this process. This 

initiative is also an object lesson in the importance of the curatorial intelligence in Creative 

Sector engagements. Another person favoured by politicians received about $7 million in 

funding to conduct expo visits and did not secure one deal because he fundamentally does 

not understand the business and does not have the curatorial eye or an ear! Government has 

also spent millions over the past decade plus in trying to stage home-based Expos with the 

aim of replicating what happens on foreign expos. These have never earned one deal. 

Creative TT should be scrapped in its present incarnation and re-staffed as the Touring 

Secretariat which would oversee Creative teams from all artforms attending niche expos. 

Cost: $5m 
Agencies: The Touring Secretariat, the Arts Council, Music TT, all music rep groups- TUCO, 
etc 
Benefits: $50 million in deals/yr at least 

 

• Re-engineering of Creative TT and the re-empowerment of FilmTT & the stakeholder 

bodies: These companies and their protocols were formed against the Sector’s wishes and 

against international Best-Practice and have sabotaged tremendous gains made in the years 

before. The ship needs to be righted and Best-Practice returned to helm the Sector. MusicTT. 

FilmTT, and FashionTT need to be given back their autonomy with executive powers and 

cease reporting to CreativeTT. CreativeTT must be converted into the Touring Secretariat 

which is concerned with giving the best talents in each Sector international touring careers- 

and re-staffed accordingly. It can then create the major institutional memory of international 

connections, pathways, and possibilities. 

Cost: The different companies will keep their present funding but need to be each bolstered 
by at least $5m each in project funding. FilmTT needs to have its Rebate Budget funded 
through the Ministry of Trade through a special fund. These rebates can amount to as much 
as $50m in direct funding which the country then gets back in VAT, direct and indirect 
foreign crew spend onshore, and through value derived from investments. 
Agencies: The Touring Secretariat, the Arts Council, Music TT, FilmTT, FashionTT 
Benefits: Collectively these companies can easily target earnings of over $100 million/yr 
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• Music Incubation: Sou Sou Studios; Summer Circuit; the Karavan: Because 95% of the 

music produced in the country never is played on radio many do not know that we are 

currently plateauing a wave of brilliant musical talents mostly performing in the country’s 

underground. These talents are actually better suited to the international market than most 

of our ‘mainstream festival music stars’. The ‘Music Incubation’ model is the enabling 

environment for an annual Billion Dollar music industry which facilitates: best practice 

recordings by the best talents; a mandatory Live-Music scene on our night-life strips on 

Ariapita Avenue, St James, San Fernando, Tunapuna, etc; managerial and industry training; 

and aspirational pathways to international expos. 

Cost: $2 million 
Agencies: MOCDCA, ACTT, and music rep groups 
Benefits: The creation of a strong domestic music scene based on the entertainment strips 
already existing- this would entail strong seasonal releases of music at least 5 times a year, 
brand recognition of artists, active live scenes with TV and new media components, and 
continual training up 
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ARTS ADMINISTRATION 

• Regularisation of Sector Subventions alongside an office hub for groups, possibly at 

La Fantasie: The deterioration of arts administration at a Sector representative group level 

has to do with the prehistoric way in which it is treated by central government. For instance 

the Art Society- the oldest representative group at almost 80 years- and who is in charge of 

the visual legacy of the nation- receives an annual subvention of $25,000 a year!!! This is 

repeated for most representative groups. Because of this, groups cannot have proper 

independent administrations with institutional memory, planned annual programmes, etc. 

An institutional home and shared secretariat- alongside fixed tiered subventions- will 

transform arts administrations and the management of art forms on the ground and free up 

government micro-management and the demand on its coffers immensely. The Sector is 

asking for the campus at La Fantasie to be given over to the Arts Representative bodies with 

a centralised secretariat and shared conference rooms etc. ACTT has also drawn up a sliding 

scale of subventions to be given to Rep groups according to seniority and size of Sector- 3 

tiers of funding- which ensures that groups can rest assured that their basic expenses and 

signature events can be staged, so they can now focus and engage medium and long term 

planning. 

DOC: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/home-and-subventions-for-

sector-groups.pdf  

Cost: $12 million annually, this will replace much of the ad hoc spending government does 
on groups and will prove cheaper.  
Agencies: MOCDCA, ACTT, all representative groups 
Benefits: All groups will get full-time permanent administrative staff that will not change 
each board election and which will constitute the institutional memory of each Sector; 
groups will get more sophisticated as regards the business and legacy of their Sector locally 
and internationally; not having to worry about rent and basic admin costs frees up groups to 
pursue funding locally and internationally and planning for the long term 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/home-and-subventions-for-sector-groups.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/home-and-subventions-for-sector-groups.pdf
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INFRASTRUCTURE 

• Community Centre Re-purposing and re-design to International Best Practice 

standards: Local Community centres are not built to international Best Practice and cannot 

serve the citizenry or Creative Sectors as is. There is a Minimum-Specifications document 

that needs to be adopted and a re-purposing programme that should be implemented to 

make these institutions the centre of genius citizenship, clusters of progressive NGO activity, 

leisure centres for able bodied citizens and seniors, and more. 

DOC: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/final-community-centre-

document.pdf  

Cost: There has been money set aside as well as foreign monies set aside for this. It needs to 
be purposed properly 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Min of Public Admin, Municipal Authorities and Regions 
Benefits: Community Centres become the first vehicle of citizenship and community 
rehabilitation, intervention, and development; Centres become income earning; Centres 
facilitate entrepreneurship 
 

• Panyard Re-purposing and re-design to the Lloyd Best ‘Schools-in-Pan’ Model: This 

project was won through activism under the last administration at Ministry of Arts level but 

then was transferred to the Ministry of Works as a CPEP based programme. This is not how 

it should be transacted. These buildings should be the beacons of Best Design within 

communities and the nation- for that to be so the best architects need to be bidding for these 

projects. CPEP contractors can apprentice to the building process to ramp up their design 

skills. The idea is that Panyards should be the optimum Community Centres of the country 

DOC: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/minimum-specifications-for-the-transformation-of-

a-traditional-panyard-into-a-multi.pdf  

Cost: There has been money set aside for this project, but the process of its roll-out needs to 
be transformed or else we will end up with a series of concrete bound traditional community 
centres rather than state-of-the-art destinations. The project should work hand-in-hand 
with the Panyard Regularisation Project (pg 19) where the land-tenure for the yards are 
resolved. A Venture Capital Fund should be set up to incubate the plans for each Panyard 
with a model set up to encourage collaboration at a board level with the architect, designers, 
artists, and NGOs within the community. 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Min of Works, Min of Local Gov, Min of Public Admin, Municipal 
Authorities and Regions 
Benefits: Transformed Panyards can become the economic powerhouses of Local 
Communities and their gateway into international markets for niche products and exchanges 
through Artists-in-Residencies and Cultural Exchanges 
 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/final-community-centre-document.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/final-community-centre-document.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/minimum-specifications-for-the-transformation-of-a-traditional-panyard-into-a-multi.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/minimum-specifications-for-the-transformation-of-a-traditional-panyard-into-a-multi.pdf
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CRAFT 

 Craft Markets in Squares from Friday to Sundays: An easy win. The local CRAFT Industry 

wants to launch an initiative to establish Craft Markets in all Squares from Friday to Sundays 

as a way to create safe family destinations, reclaim public spaces for safety, and to create 

avenues for employment and entrepreneurship for working class people and the artisan 

class. Concerts and performances will also be twinned with these to cluster initiatives. 

 
Cost: $2 million 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Min of Public Admin, Municipal Authorities and Regions; craft 
organisations 
Benefits: Beautifies and secures public squares; makes communities safer and walkable; 
creates local economies and encourages grassroots entrepreneurship; creates basis for the 
best talents to emerge to graduate to regional and international levels 
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THEATRE 

• Reconfiguring the National Theatre Company to International Best Practice 

standards: Currently drifting to whatever whim there is at Division of Culture level… There 

are Best-Practice models which can transform this floating institution into the arrow-head 

of a transformed national theatre industry. A Best Practice document exists. The British 

National Theatre along with UTT professor Michael Cherrie is willing to assist the 

transformation 

DOC: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-national-theatre-company-
best-practise.pdf  
 

Cost: The line budget already exist for this institution 
Agencies: MOCDCA, ACTT, NDATT, UWI, UTT, British National Theatre 
Benefits: Resolves many initiatives currently underway in Theatre together and 
consolidates an institutional memory for the National Theatre Canon; becomes a playground 
for the best writers and directors in the local theatre annually; apprentices Elder and young 
talent; provides a first port of call for the best graduates of the UTT and UWI programmes 
 

• NAPA and SAPA forensics with curriculum change: NAPA and SAPA need extensive re-

design to become relevant to the industry and the students. The buildings can also become 

major income-earning hubs- but not as presently comported. UTT’s artistic curriculum also 

needs major overhaul in terms of its local tradition and history Content as well as its 

alignment to international Best Practice. The Sector consultation must be completed that 

was begun under Pat Bishop. 

 
Cost: Negligible costs, built into the institutional mandate 
Agencies: UTT, MOCDCA, rep groups, artists at large 
Benefits: UTT becomes the Master Guild and repository for indigenous Creative IP and thus 
a facility that people travel to to research or matriculate from all over the world- thus earning 
it millions annually; T&T begins produces the most superlative creative professionals on the 
planet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-national-theatre-company-best-practise.pdf
https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/the-national-theatre-company-best-practise.pdf
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FASHION 

• Restarting Fashion Week T&T: The lead show in the local calendar is now absent for over 

4 years and is the main vehicle to engage our brand in the international marketplace 

 
Cost: $2 million 
Agencies: As it stands Creative TT, Fashion TT etc; MOCDCA, the Fashion sector 
Benefits: The flagship event is the vehicle to engage the international marketplace and to 
pace the local industry- designers, models, pattern makers, choreographers, crafts people, 
art directors, photographers, etc 
 

• Creating educational courses for Seamstress, Tailors and Pattern makers: UTT is 

churning out dozens of diva designers annually but the country did not even have enough 

proper pattern makers and tailors to service our old guard of designers before. So who is 

going to sew all these new designs? A structured top-tier programme needs to be established 

to ramp up the basic skills currently learned at Extra-Mural and other beginner levels 

 
Cost: The cost of launching a new cost in the Technical Institutes or retooling an old one 
Agencies: As it stands Creative TT, Fashion TT etc; MOCDCA, the Fashion sector 
Benefits: The only logical way you have a local industry 
 

• Facilitating Fashion Industry Co-ops and factory: The industry does not have the capacity 

to do larger orders- which is the foundation of an ‘industry’. This will ensure we can. Claudia 

Pegus has already pioneered a best practice factory model in Tobago and The Cloth has 

pioneered a co-op model. 

 
Cost: Money was allocated to this through Export TT and it was part of the Industrial Estate 
programmes 
Agencies: As it stands Creative TT, Fashion TT etc; MOCDCA, the Fashion sector 
Benefits: This is the root of the ability of the industry to mass produce without outsourcing 
to China where issues of the theft of IP is an issue 
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ARTS EDUCATION 

• The subject ‘Civics’ refined and re-introduced at primary and secondary level to 

include a proper local History and Arts component: Civics must become mandatory at 

primary and secondary school level and the Sector must design the Arts component 

 
Cost: The MOE would be better placed to answer this 
Agencies: MOCDCA, MOE, ACTT, Sector groups 
Benefits: A more holistic and humane graduate grounded in their history and landscape and 
internationally minded- already a citizen of the world 
 

• The creation of a Pilot Arts Magnet/Model School at Secondary level: The education 

system does not serve its genius level students, its normal students, nor its challenged and 

delinquent children by lumping them all in one overcrowded class. Our system also still does 

not differentiate the different forms of intelligence a child can possess. This country needs 

Magnet Schools urgently- in the Arts, in Technical Vocations, in Sports, in Science, and in 

Agriculture and Fishing for starters. We would like to work with the Ministry to roll-out the 

pilot Secondary School for the Arts in September 2016. This will assist the delinquency 

problem. 

 
Cost: The MOE would be better placed to answer this, but you are simply retooling an 
existing Secondary School, and channelling the intake of gifted students 
Agencies: MOCDCA, MOE, ACTT, Sector groups 
Benefits: A genius level class of artists trained from youth to become world beaters 
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CARNIVAL & FESTIVAL INTERVENTIONS 

• Sensitive Carnival and Festival interventions to deal with the changing demographics 

of Festivals at the creator and audience level: Every Festival in T&T is going through 

impacts from our changing demographics. The Golden Age generation of pioneers are almost 

all dead and- because we have not engaged succession and documentation-n many traditions 

are in jeopardy in terms of the skill and aesthetic power of their practice. The changing 

demographics and expectations of the audience also creates new contexts and challenges. 

Paramin Parang moving to Country Club is an example of badly designed Festival 

transformation. T&T Festivals can earn over $3 billion annually- but for that to happen very 

sensitive re-design needs to be authored… 

DOC: https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/carnival-interventions.pdf  

 
Cost: This is simply about using the $250 million Carnival receives wisely 
Agencies: MOCDCA, the Carnival and Festival sector players 
Benefits: Thousands of profitable businesses rather than a handful; doubling the foreign 
exchange earnings to over $3 billion annually in the short term; a more exciting calendar 
with Legacy institutions and destinations;  

 

 

 

 

 

https://artistscoalition.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/carnival-interventions.pdf
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• Pan: Pan should be a billion dollar industry for the economy with touring individuals and 

small, medium, and large size bands roving all over the world post-Carnival in all types of 

combos. For this to happen there would have to be a series of locally-owned or partnered 

Pan Silos all over the world where pannists can access instruments to cut down on the cost 

of freight. These Silos would have their own business models.  

• The Industry must urgently deal with the issues of on-shore manufacturing to insure that we 

have at least one major manufacturing plant and multiple chroming facilities here to supply 

world demand. We must set targets of what share of the world market in instruments we 

want to target.  

• We must also create business models to ramp up our best tuners to Global Brands where 

they can charge premium for their instruments. There are a hosts of Pan Interventions that 

have been articulated through progressive thinkers like Nestor Sullivan which should be 

pursued. 

• There is also the issue of the transformation of the repertoire, composition, arrangement, 

and even the combos for Pan so that it can geometrically multiply its adoption and adaption 

and transform its relationship with the younger pop culture generation locally and globally 

that drives the cultural industry. The plan to do so is to create Pan 7s- a community and 7-a-

side combo competition where 4 of the instruments must be pans and the other 3 any 

combination of other instruments. The repertoire is modern pop music of any type and the 

players must be under 35. This is a public/private initiative with collabs also at Local 

Government level, but with Reality TV and new-media offshoots and more (this document 

available on request) 

 
Cost: Utlising the $250 million Carnival receives wisely could see about this 
Agencies: MOCDCA, the Carnival and Festival sector players, Pantrinbago, Nestor Sullivan 
Benefits: Pan can earn the nation over a $billion a year easily but this empowerment begins 
with land/yard ownership, conversion of those yards, transformation of the administrative 
capacity, and empowering of the entrepreneurial players in the industry 
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CREATIVE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

• Facilitating Neighbouring Rights & other collection agencies to collect intellectual 

property rights income: T&T has enormous caches of Intellectual Property in hundreds of 

forms and traditions- but does not have the institutions necessary to collect the income or 

manage these rights. There are many who have the competency and have done the 

homework but need the capital and regulatory environment to set these up. This is urgent. 

 
Cost: $4 million annually for about 5 years, by then these agencies would have resolved their 
start-up issues and be making millions annually 
Agencies: MOCDCA, ACTT, rep groups, Ministry of Information; Legal Affairs 
Benefits: This is the basis of our overseas Creative Sector reach- the ability to defend our IP 
internationally and to monetise its reproduction and re-sale. 
 

• National IP Exploitation exercise regarding our Legacy material before the expiration 

dates: T&T’s proprietorship over national IP exists just a few decades after the passing of 

the original rights holder, after which it passes into the public domain. We have not 

exploited, patented nor trademarked many of our creations which are worth billions. We 

need to do extensive catalogues and begin an outreach to brokers who we can partner with 

in the exploitation of these valuable catalogues… 

 
Cost: $10 million over 2 years 
Agencies: MOCDCA, ACTT, rep groups, Ministry of Information; Legal Affairs 
Benefits: The window is closing fast on our ability to exploit Legacy material, others will 
soon come and utilise it better than us and we will have no recourse, we must move quickly 
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 Pass Local Content legislation- 40% Local, 10% Caribbean on radio and TV; mandate local 

shorts before foreign feature films; mandate a certain amount of local films per year on 

cinema screens with a certain amount of showings;  

 Re-establish the protocols for rebates, incentives, etc the industry fought for 

 Pay the rebates owed to foreign productions and apologise 

 Apologise to the foreign expo we dropped the ball on partnering at in LA- offer a redress 

 Scrap CreativeTT and convert it into the Touring Secretariat, and re-instate proper Film 

Companies, Fashion Companies, etc with specialised staff that are empowered Special 

Purpose companies or Statutory Bodies 

 Boost the Film and TV grants to minimum $24 million annually which allows the 

commissioning of 2 Feature films, 3 TV series, and a range of other products 

 Continue funding the TT Film Festival- just better 

 Fund a National Animation feature which would repatriate our best animators working 

abroad and consolidate the talent locally. $6 million with matching funding from the 

private Sector 

 Keep 2 TV stations and 2 radio stations from CNMG and sell the rest if you must. One TV 

station will be the Legacy based station ala PBS and the other would be commercial 

commissioning prime time Local Content= sitcoms, series, Saturday morning children’s 

programming, documentaries, etc from our best practitioners which will compete against 

the prime time on other channels. 
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ACTT Initiatives: ACTT has been pioneering projects based on elevating Brand T&T in the 

international marketplace whilst providing forums where our best talents can get access to 

the international marketplace and the middlemen that can facilitate a global career 

• The Art BASEL Miami National Tour- Art BASEL Miami is the largest visual arts expo and 

market in the hemisphere. Uniquely, it strategically offers opportunities to leverage 

movement in the street, pop, and fine art markets simultaneously. It is the perfect event to 

position Brand T&T and our best visual, musical, and performance artists in multiple art 

markets and media internationally. ACTT has created an initiative which involves 3 different 

components: a platform for the country’s 3 greatest Master Artists- Peter Minshall, Leroy 

Clarke, and the late Geoffey Holder on one hand; a forum for our greatest modern artists 

home and in the diaspora; and tying it together forums whereby our performing artists- 

musicians, fete promoters, fashion designers, and Festival performers can electrify the world 

and open new avenues for themselves 

 
Cost: $2 million 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Tourism, TDC, ACTT, numerous Miami based private and municipal 
institutions 
Benefits: This will cross-leverage all of our Arts simultaneously and get international media 
attention for Brand T&T and different levels of our Arts and artists. It will get representation 
for a range of artists. It will get gallery showings for a range of artists. It will get gigs for a 
range of artists. It will open up the real mainstream industry to our best artists 
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• The New York Museum Exhibition- to position T&T as a world cultural capital: ACTT is 

pioneering a relationship with the Museum of New York City to position T&T alongside the 

New York brand as a world cultural capital 

 
Cost: $1million 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Tourism, TDC, ACTT 
Benefits: This will permanently position T&T into the mainstream narrative of New York 
and thus America in a way never done before  

 

• Summit.ORG/The Throne Room/The Diaspora Hub- to network, mobilise, and 

economise our Genius Diaspora: The plan to create a Diaspora Brain Thrust with a pilot 

summit of 60 of our top overseas geniuses. 

 
Cost: $3 million 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Tourism, TDC, ACTT, Foreign Affairs, Trade 
Benefits: The creation of a permanent Brain Thrust Secretariat following and networking 
our elite Diaspora; the creation of networks with our best overseas talents and our best 
home grown talents; the creation of IP utilising the brand of our global talents that can be 
monetised and utilised to build our global brand even more 
 

• Project MEMORY National Exhibition- to gift the National Public with the history of 

their Genius: An IADB and Commonwealth Foundation supported project that was 

sabotaged by the Ministerial partner not coming forward with its promised amount. An 

entire Smithsonian level Multi-media exhibition on ‘The History of T&T Arts & Culture’ has 

been curated and has not been staged. This gift to the nation and international calling card 

must be staged at its optimum capacity. 125 multi-media cabinets worth of information on 

our Arts and Culture has been designed and cannot be outputted- the country deserves to 

experience this exhibition permanently 

 
Cost: $650,000 to complete 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Tourism, TDC, ACTT, Foreign Affairs, Trade, the IADB, Commonwealth 
Foundation; BPTT; Min of Information; etc 
Benefits: T&T would have access to its history 24/7 365 days a year; an international Best 
Practice interactive multi-media exhibition that will pace all others to follow; major foreign 
exchange earner as a premium tourist destination 
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MAJOR INTERNATIONAL BRAND ACTIVITY:  

London is celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Nottingjhill Carnival this year: T&T must use 

this opportunity to position itself as ‘the mother of the 300 Global Carnivals and Nottinghill in 

particular’. But moreover T&T must use Nottinghill 2016 to position its Creative Industries brand 

in multiple markets simultaneously through a strategic use of the unique platforms that Nottinghill 

and London offer. This must be sensitively and intelligently done. In other words unlike how all 

other government missions have been conducted in the past… We could have used numerous 

intiatives already in play from the film and musical plans of Machel Montano; the work of Bunji 

Garlin; the musical tours of rock geniuses Jointpop and local hip hop artist Chromatics… 

 
Cost: $1 million 
Agencies: MOCDCA, Tourism, TDC, ACTT, Foreign Affairs, Trade 
Benefits: Pivotal in positioning our brand internationally. IT MAY ALREADY BE TOO LATE FOR 
THIS.  
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 CONVERSATION: 

 Design and Innovation as Protocols built into the Diversification Agenda: DESIGN as a 

pathway is being used to transform cities and nations world over- Miami being a prime 

example. Miami’s redesign has contributed tens of billions to the city’s coffers. However in 

T&T ‘Design’ and ‘Aesthetics’ are hardly ever considered or understood as the primary 

ingredient in products, events, institutions, buildings, or spaces… The result has been one of 

the ugliest modern urban and suburban environments in the world. Hardly any new local 

product causes awe and captivates people with its Beauty. Beauty and the ability to attract 

viewers/listeners is the basis of all Art and the basis of the $3 trillion dollars plus the 

Creative Industry now earns. T&T was once one of the most beautiful places on earth 

producing some of the most magnetic Art ever seen. No longer. This Genius must be 

recaptured and exceeded. The Country must engage a systematic engagement with Design 

and enshrine its Best Practice as a protocol in any engagement that has a design-based 

agenda- whether it be monument creation, new downtown buildings, the interior design of 

private and public sector spaces, or CPEP beautification… The creation of a Design Council 

whose job is drafting and rolling out of these protocols and overseeing specific boutique 

projects will be the first step in this. 

 
Cost: $1 million for set up of Design Council; budget for projects could come from the Arts 
Council and public/private partnerships 
Agencies: Design Council; Arts Council; MOCDCA, Tourism, TDC, ACTT, Foreign Affairs, 
Trade 
Benefits: A complete transformation of the ugly environment of T&T into one of the most 
attractive countries in the world and a bastion of great design; hundreds of millions in design 
based industry business; ancillary benefits of stress falling, less anger, etc 
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CONCLUSION 
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 CONCLUSION: 

 There is no simple one-shot answer to activating the Creative Industry 
 Our decline has been consistent and unprecedented internationally 
 Politicians have regularly done everything wrong- against international Best Practice and 

against Sector suggestions 
 There is no getting away from the fact that we must create the enabling environment as per 

the industrial mandates and per Best Practice 
 Pass the laws; draft, pass and enable the Policy; build and fund the Institutions; create the 

fiscal enabling environment; support and Respect the living, dead, and future Creatives 
 This is not Maths or Nuclear Physics- this is Common Sense and easily observable Best 

Practice 
 Follow it 
 Do not invent new fangdangled madness 
 Do not believe that we are different than anywhere else on planet Earth so deserve to 

experiment with new Frankenstein monsters 
 Do not waste our now very scarce resources on pretty and stupid projects 
 Do not resource con men, and/or family members and friends who know nothing about the 

industry 
 Do not ever believe that history, landscape, legacy, and context can be ignored when making 

important decisions 
 Do not disrespect Sector Knowledge 
 Listen to the institutional Memory 
 Risk on the recommendations of the Best Thinking of the Sector AT LEAST ONCE- and see 

where it takes us all 
 I guarantee you that a strategic rolling out of the agendas in this proposal would result in 

returns of billions of dollars of foreign exchange in 2-3 years time.  
 I am confident of this. 
 Because this is how the Creative Industry works. If you put certain things in- you will get 

back certain rewards. 
 Please listen to the Progressive Thinking of the Sector- above ivory tower intellectuals who 

are dangerously wrong and whose institutions have already sabotaged the Sector; above 
pretty beauty queen projects from off the street that look nice on paper but only end up 
subsidising someone’s career and may end up debilitating the country brand and the 
possibility of a broad-based industry; above more of the same just with different players… 
 

 WE HAVE ALREADY LOST MONUMENTALLY AS A PEOPLE BECAUSE OF A REFUSAL TO 
LISTEN BY OUR LEADERSHIP CLASS. A GOLDEN AGE GENERATION IS NOW DEAD AND 
GONE AND MANY OF THE GIFTS, TRADITIONS, SKILLS, AND BENEFITS THEY WON FOR US 
ARE GONE AS WELL. A MOMENT OF POTENTIAL IS IN FRONT OF US THAT WILL NOT LAST. 
WE MUST BE CLEAR AND STRATEGIC OF HOW TO WIN AND MAXIMISE THIS MOMENT. I 
PRAY AND ASK THAT YOU DO WHAT IS RIGHT. 
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For more information, or to partner with the Sector you can contact ACTT through its president 

Rubadiri Victor 1-868-797-0949 or rubadiri@yahoo.com or www.artistscoalition.wordpress.com  

THANK YOU!!! 

mailto:rubadiri@yahoo.com
http://www.artistscoalition.wordpress.com/

